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Abstract – This paper proposes analytical and simulation 
approach for QoS management in IP networks. It uses flexible 
queueing bounds for delay and loss combined with priorities. 
The analytical solution uses Priority Queueing. It can be applied 
also to Weighted Fair Queueing, Round Robin or other 
technique. The simulation is done for IntServ – RSVP and 
DiffServ. The results demonstrate better traffic shaping on real 
time traffic. 
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I. QUALITY OF SERVICE MANAGEMENT 

Internet traffic is changing continuously and requires 
dynamic Quality of Service (QoS) estimation and 
management [1], [2]. TCP and UDP segments are different by 
size and QoS requirements. Packet sizes between 20 and 1500 
bytes influence the servicing time. Output scheduling 
algorithms like Priority Queuing (PQ), Weighted Fair 
Queuing (WFQ), Round Robin (RR) or other applied in the 
queues change the distribution of the packet flows [4], [5]. 
Traffic policing and traffic shaping mechanisms, packet 
dropping and early random detection can change the 
characteristics of the flows. 

The traffic profile is changing from hour to hour, weekly 
and due to the season. Effects like self-similarity and long 
tailed queues are a matter of long research. Internet Service 
Providers need to configure their equipment dynamically in 
order to meet the Quality of Service requirements. The 
mixture of voice and data traffic requires specific 
prioritization and reservation scheme that will allow 
conformance to the QoS requirements. Wired and wireless 
parts of the connections, access and transport devices gather 
the traffic in a different way. It is difficult to predict end-to-
end QoS in a typical IP connection with many hops.  

In his paper, Atov [2] has presented a combined 
DiffServ/MPLS approach that classifies the traffic depending 
on the delay and delay jitter requirements. MPLS is used for 
resource reservation to support delay bounds. DiffSerf is 
applied for prioritization of different aggregated traffic.  

A comparison between Weighted Round Robin (WRR) and 
Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ) for resource allocation is 
shown in [8]. A demonstration of the FTP traffic requirements 

and its management to fulfil the QoS requirements and 
channel capacity utilization criteria is presented in [10].  

UDP and TCP traffic sources can generate symmetric or 
asymmetric traffic. UDP is symmetric in VoIP and 
asymmetric in TFTP service. UDP is also simplex in IPTV. 
TCP traffic is asymmetric in HTTP, email, FTP. It can be also 
symmetric for client-server applications. Bounds on delay in 
real time and non real time services can vary in quite high 
ranges. The delay can be close to the upper limits depending 
on the number of hops, processing delay, scheduling in the 
queues, credit fluctuations.  

IntServ – RSVP and DiffServ occupy waiting places in the 
queue in different ways. Patchararungruang [10] proposes a 
simplified method of router representation applying fuzzy 
logic. His results are approximate. The model is not applicable 
for fast calculation and dynamic resource reservation. The 
capability of Pareto distribution to model data traffic and 
especially heavy tailed effect in the router interfaces is 
demonstrated in [1]. Chen [11] shows the capability of Multi-
Reservation Multiple Access (MRMA) scheme to guarantee 
the delay bounds in access networks.  

End-to-end delay and delay variation in TCP and UDP 
services under bursty traffic depends strongly on the traffic 
distribution, policing and shaping applied [6], [8]. Series 
length is important in delay and queueing places bounds. In 
paper [5], numerical results after simulation for QoS 
techniques IntServ – RSVP and DiffServ are presented. 
Similar approach can be also seen in [8].  

The aim of this paper is to show course-grained and fne-
grained approach for traffic shaping that will allow dynamic 
configurations and end-to-end QoS management. We show 
how the QoS requirements can be kept using combined 
DiffServ and Priority queueing approach.  

II. TRAFFIC SOURCES AND SIMULATION MODEL 

Three types of traffic sources are assumed in the network 
model – Voice over IP, LAN emulation, email. LAN traffic 
has lower priority in comparison to the VoIP traffic and 
higher priority in comparison to the email. In VoIP service 
silence and talk intervals are exponentially distributed. On-off 
model is applied. Short packets are considered as between 64 
and 100 bytes. They carry up to 15 ms voice [12]. LAN 
emulation is specific with its TCP sessions. Sessions are 
established for any Internet connections [5]. LAN packets are 
between 20 and 1500 bytes. Emails are specific with packet 
exchange mostly in one direction. Packets are taken to be as 
long as 1500 bytes.  

End-to-end Quality of Service requirements for real time 
services allow up to 150 ms end-to-end delay and up to 30 ms 
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Abstract - The paper investigates the capabilities for open access 
to quality of service (QoS) management in convergent networks. 
By analysis on policy and charging control functions in Internet 
Protocol Multimedia Subsystem (IMS), requirements for third 
party application control on QoS are identified. The application 
view on authorized QoS resources for SIP session is modeled. The 
behavioral equivalence of the authorized QoS resources model and 
SIP session state model is proved formally.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Internet Protocol Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) is defined as 
access independent IP-based service control architecture, aimed 
to provide all kinds of multimedia. The requirement for IMS in 
the conjunction with the underlying IP connectivity access 
network and transport network (IP-CAN) is to provide quality 
of service. Quality of service (QoS) is used to differentiate 
multimedia offering from traditional Internet services which in 
most cases do not provide QoS.  

Via the IMS, the user equipment negotiates its capabilities 
and QoS parameters during session setup or modification, using 
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP). The capability to authorize 
and control the usage of QoS resources, intended for IMS media 
and based on SIP signaling parameters, is called IP policy 
control. The IP policy control can increase utilization of bearer 
resource by controlling parameters in the access and transport 
networks. To ensure coherent charging between IP-CAN and 
IMS, the IP policy control is harmonized with charging control, 
and the overall interaction between the IMS and the IP-CAN 
network is called Policy and Charging Control (PCC). The PCC 
encompasses the following high level functions for IP-CANs 
(e.g. GPRS, WLAN, Fixed broadband, etc.): flow based 
charging, including charging control and online credit control, 
and policy control e.g. gating control, QoS control, user plane 
event reporting and network initiated IP-CAN bearer 
establishment. Delegating the QoS resource authorization in 
wireless networks to the IMS layer provides a number of 
benefits such as session and service continuity. 

One of the design principles of IMS is separation of 
applications from generic service control functionality and 
provision of open interfaces. The open access to network 
functions allows third party applications to invoke 

communication functions. Instead of using control protocols, 
the applications access network resources via application 
programming interfaces (APIs).  

The necessity of open access to QoS control is substantiated 
in [1]. The authors of [2] present a protocol-based approach to 
QoS management, where the collected information about the 
network is provided to external applications in a structurally 
standardized format. In [3], the authors suggest a solution in 
which the QoS management functions are delegated to a node 
monitoring the signaling interchange by the user equipment 
and the network.  

The aim of the paper is to present an approach to modeling 
the third party application view on QoS resources authorized 
for SIP session. Based on the analysis of PCC architecture, we 
identify the required functionality for open access to QoS 
management. We prove formally that the application view on 
the QoS resources state conforms to the SIP session 
establishment with authorization of QoS resources.  

The paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we 
summarize the requirements for open access to QoS 
management based on the PCC framework. Section III 
describes some of the functions for third party control on QoS 
resources and their mapping onto SIP control protocol. The 
application view on QoS resources authorized for multimedia 
session is modeled in Section IV. In Section V, we prove the 
behavioral equivalence of the suggested model of QoS 
resources as seen by application and the SIP session state 
machine. Finally we conclude the paper. 

II. REQUIREMENTS FOR OPEN ACCESS TO PCC 

The PCC includes mechanisms for controlling the bearer 
traffic by using IP policies.  

During session establishment and modification in IMS, the 
user equipment negotiates a set of media characteristics. If an 
operator applies policy control, the relevant session description 
information is used to form IP QoS authorization data. The 
third party application can be involved in QoS authorization by 
requesting specific QoS parameters to be applied, modified or 
removed.  

During resource reservation the requested QoS parameters 
are compared with the authorized QoS parameters and PCC 
rules for opening the gate for incoming and outgoing traffic are 
generated. Opening the gate command could be sent as a 
response to an initial authorization request from the media 
gateway or it can be sent as a standalone decision. If a 
standalone decision is used, then operator can ensure that user-
plane resources are not used before the IMS session is finally 
accepted. In this case, user will lose all announcements which 
are to be delivered before completing the session, as the media 
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gateway will drop all incoming user-plane IP packets. The 
responsibility for opening the gate can be transferred to the third 
party application. The revoke function is used to force the 
release of previously authorized bearer resources in the IP-
CAN. The third party application can use the function to 
prevent bearer misuse after session termination.  

Any QoS events are reported and it is possible to track status 
of the IMS signaling and user plane bearers which the user 
equipment currently uses. To receive notifications about QoS 
events the third party application needs to manage its 
subscriptions for notifications. By using information about 
bearer and signaling path status, the application can improve 
service execution. The QoS-related event types include the 
following: 

 loss of bearer that can result in QoS degradation (if all the 
bearers are lost, the application can request QoS resource 
release); 

 recovery or establishment of a new bearer; 
 IP-CAN change which may result in applying specific 

charging; 
 out of credit indicates that the user credit limit is reached; 
 normal connection termination; 
 successful session establishment. 

III. MAPPING OF QOS MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS 
ONTO SIP PROTOCOL 

APIs for open access to QoS management can be defined 
following the identified requirements. The application server 
that provides APIs for application-managed QoS has to support 
control protocols also. The interface between the application 
server and IMS entity responsible for session management is 
SIP-based. SIP session information (including QoS parameters) 
is described by means of Session Description Protocol (SDP) 
and is transferred in the SIP message body. The initial request is 
sent as SIP INVITE message. Session modification during 
establishment is requested by UPDATE message, and re-
INVITE message is used for modification of established 
session. Information about SIP session is transferred by INFO 
message. The initial filter criteria for application triggering are 
stored as a part of user profile and are provided on user 
registration. Preliminary condition for QoS related notifications 
is an agreement between network operator and service provider 
for notification authorization. The third party application 
subscribes to QoS events and the application server requests 
QoS monitoring and reporting. Table 1 summarizes the 
mapping of application-managed QoS functions onto SIP 
messages.  

TABLE 1 APPLICATION-MANAGED QOS FUNCTIONS 
AND MAPPING ONTO SIP MESSAGES 

Function Description SIP 
message 

notifyQoSEvent notifies the application 
about occurrence of QoS 
events 

INFO  

reserveSpecificQoS authorizes and makes 
reservation for QoS 
resources 

INVITE, 
UPDATE  

qosApproval requests opening the gate 
for user traffic 

INFO 

modifySpecificQoS modifies temporary 
established QoS 

re-INVITE  

removeSpecificQoS removes  the temporary 
established QoS 

re-INVITE  

releaseQoSResources releases QoS resources BYE 

getQoSInfo retrieves information 
related to the temporary 
QoS features 

- 

deassignQoSResources  releases the relationship 
between the application 
and the QoS resources 
and associated objects  

- 

IV. APPLICATION VIEW ON QUALITY OF SERVICE 
RESOURCES 

The application view on the states of QoSResources object 
has to be synchronized with the SIP session states. From the 
application point of view, the QoSResources object is in one of 
the following states, as shown in Fig.9. In Null state, the 
QoSResources object is created but no QoS resources are 
authorized for the session. In QoSAuthorized state, the rights 
for establishment of sessions with specific QoS features are 
verified and QoS resources are allocated. Any QoS 
modifications requested by the application require re-
authorization of QoS resources. Reporting of QoS events 
might result in temporary QoS degradation or release. For 
example, if all media flows are deactivated but the BYE 
message is not received, the application can request session 
release. Notifications about access network change can affect 
charging, if access specific services are provided. In 
ApplicationQoSReleased state, the application has requested to 
release the QoSResources object, the media gateway collects 
the possible QoS information. In case the application has not 
requested additional QoS related information, the 
QoSResources object is destroyed immediately. In 
NetworkQoSReleased state, the authorized QoS resources are 
released and the media gateway can return QoS information to 
the application if requested. In this state, the application can 
release the QoS resources object by calling the deassignQoS-
Resources method. Note that the application has to release the 
object itself as good practice requires that when an object was 
created on behalf of a certain entity, the entity is also 
responsible for destroying it when the object is no longer 
needed.  
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Fig.1 Application view on QoSResources object 

V. CONFORMANCE OF APPLICATION VIEW ON QOS 
RESOURCES TO SIP SESSION STATE 

The application server that supports APIs for QoS 
management toward SIP-based network has to maintain two 
mutually synchronized state machines – one for the application 
view on the states of QoS resources and another for the SIP 
session states. Both state machines have to expose behavioral 
equivalence, i.e. their observable behavior should be equivalent. 

To prove behavioral equivalence between state machines 
formally, the notion of labeled transition systems is used [4].  

Definition 1: A Label Transition System (LTS) is a quadruple 
(S, ct, , s0), where S is countable set of states, Act is a 
countable set of elementary actions,  S ×Act × S is a set of 
transitions, and s0  S is the set of initial states.  

A labeled transition system (S, ct, , s0) is called finitely 
branching, if for any state s S, set {( , s’), a  Act | (s, a, s’)  

} is finite. The labeled transition systems we consider in the 
paper are only labeled transition systems that are finitely 
branching. 

We use the following notations: 

- s s’ stands for the transition (s, a, s’); 

- s  means that  s’: s  s’; 

- s sn , where   = 1, 2, ..., n :  s1, s2, …, sn, such 

that s 1a s1 ... 
an sn; 

- s  means that  s’, such as s  s’; 

- 
ˆ

 means  if    or otherwise. 

Definition 2: Two labeled transition systems T = (S, A, , s0) 
and T’ = (S’, A, ’, s0’) are weekly bisimilar if there is a binary 

relation U  S×S’ such as if s1 U t1 : s1  S and t1  S’  then 
a  Act: 

- s1 
a

 s2 implies  t2 : t1 
â  t2 and s2 U t2; 

- t1
a

 t2  implies  s2: s1  
â

 s2 and s2 U t2. 
We present the SIP session state machine and the QoS 

resources state model as seen by third party application with 
labeled transition systems which are intentionally simplified.  

With SIPQ = (SSIPQ, ctSIPQ, SIPQ, s0) is denoted a labeled 
transition system which represents a simplified SIP session 
state model where  

- SSIPQ ={ IdleSIP, SessionProgress, WaitPRack, PRacked, 
WaitUpdate, Updated, Wait180, Alerting, 
WaitAck, Established, Wait200INFO, 
Wait200INVITE, Wait200BYE };  

- ActSIPQ = {INVITE, BYE, 183, PRACK, 200PRACK, 
UPDATE, INFO, 180, 200INVITE, 200INFO, 
200UPDATE, 200BYE, ACK}; 

- SIPQ = {IdleSIP INVITE SessionProgress,  
SessionProgress 183 WaitPRack,  
WaitPRack PRACK PRacked,  
PRacked 200PRACK WaitUpdate,  
WaitUpdate UPDATE Updated,  
Updated 200UPDATE Wait180,  
Wait180 180 Alerting,  
Alerting 200INVITE WaitAck,  
WaitAck ACK Established,  
Established INFO Wait200INFO,  
Wait200INFO 200INFO Established, 
Established INVITE Wait200INVITE, 
Wait200INVITE 200INVITE Established, 
Established BYE Wait200BYE,  
Wait200BYE 200BYE IdleSIP}; 

- s0 = {IdleSIP}. 
In the application view on QoS resources, there are no 

authorized QoS resources for the SIP session in the Null, 
NetworkQoSReleased, and ApplicationQoSReleased states. 
Hence, from session control point of view, these states share a 
common abstraction and can be labeled by the same label. 

With RM = (SRM, ctRM, RM, s0’) is denoted a labeled 
transition system representing the application view on the 
states of QoS resources authorized for a SIP session where: 

- SRM ={ Null, QoSAuthorized};  
- ActRM = {reserveSpecificQoS, modifySpecificQoS, 

removeSpecificQoS, qosApproval, 
releaseQoSResources, reportNotificaton}; 

- RM ={Null reserveSpecificQoS QoSAuthorized,  
QoSAuthorized modifySpecificQoS 

QoSAuthorized, 
QoSAuthorized removeSpecificQoS 

QoSAuthorized, 
QoSAuthorized qosApproval QoSAuthorized, 
QoSAuthorized reportNotification QoSAuthorized, 
QoSAuthorized reportNotification Null, 
QoSAuthorized releaseQoS Null}; 

- s0’ = {Null}. 

Null 

QoS 
Authorized 

Application 
QoSReleased 

createQoSResources 

reserveSpecificQoS 

releaseQoSResources

getQoSInfo 

getQoSInfo

 ‘out of
credit’

‘connection

‘connection
termination’

NetworkQoS
Released 

getQoS
Info 

deassignQoS
Resources 

deassignQoS
Resources 

‘loss of bearer’, 
‘release of bearer’, 
‘recovery of bearer’, 
‘establishment of 
bearer’, ‘IP-CAN 

modifySpecificQoS
removeSpecificQoS
qosApproval 
getQoSInfo 
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The transitions triggered by reportNotification() method 
report QoS event enumerated in Table 1 and shown as informal 
text in Fig.1. The getQoSInfo method does not affect the 
session state and QoS resource state, so it is excluded when 
proving behavior equivalence. 

Proposition: The labeled transition systems RM and SIPQ are 
weakly bisimilar. 

Proof: To prove the bisimulation relation between two 
labeled transition systems, it has to be proved that there is a 
bisimulation relation between their states. With U it is denoted a 
relation between the states of RM and SIPQ where U = {(Null, 
IdleSIPQ), (QoSAuthorised, Established)}. Table 2 presents the 
bisimulation relation between the states of RM and SIPQ.  

The mapping between the methods of application-managed 
QoS interfaces and SIP messages in Table 1 shows the action 
similarity. Based on the bisimulation relation between the states 
of RM and SIPQ it can be stated that both systems expose 
equivalent behavior. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The open network interfaces for third party software 
developers create opportunities for provisioning of new 
customer-oriented value-added services. The required 
functionality for open access to QoS management might be 
derived from the functional architecture of policy and charging 
control in IP-based multimedia networks.  

The application server that provides APIs for QoS 
management has to maintain the state machines both 
representing the authorized QoS resource for the session as seen 
by application and SIP session state. The open access to QoS 
control provides more flexibility in resource management as far 
as the QoS provisioning is one of the main requirements to 
convergent networks. 

 

TABLE 2 BISIMULATION RELATION BETWEEN QOS RESOURCES 
STATES AND SIP SESSION STATES 

Transitions in RM Transitions in SIPQ  
Null 
reserveSpecificQoS 
QoSAuthorized 

IdleSIPQ INVITE 
SessionProgress 
SessionProgress 183 
WaitPRack,  
WaitPRack PRACK PRacked,  
PRacked 200PRACK WaitUpdate,  
WaitUpdate UPDATE Updated, 
Updated 200UPDATE Wait180,  
Wait180 180 Alerting,  
Alerting 200INVITE WaitAck,  
WaitAck ACK Established 

QoSAuthorized 
modifySpecificQoS 
QoSAuthorized 

Established INVITE 
Wait200INVITE, 
Wait200INVITE 200INVITE 
Established 

QoSAuthorized Established INVITE 

removeSpecificQoS 
QoSAuthorized 

Wait200INVITE, 
Wait200INVITE 200INVITE 
Established 

QoSAuthorized 
commitSpecificQoS 
QoSAuthorized 

Established INFO Wait200INFO 
Wait200INFO 200INFO Established 

QoSAuthorized 
reportNotifications 
QoSAuthorized 

Established INFO Wait200INFO, 
Wait200INFO 200INFO Established 

QoSAuthorized 
reportNotifications Null 

Established INFO Wait200INFO, 
Wait200INFO 200INFO IdleSIPQ 

QoSAuthorized 
releaseQoS Null 

Established BYE Wait200  
Wait200 200BYE IdleSIPQ 
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